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3/3 PLANNING outcomes

48
TOTAL EVENT PLANNING HOURS

 

9.6
TOTAL PLANNING HOURS PER MAL

 

11
ORGANIZATION PARTNERSHIPS

 

3/3 operational outcomes

3
GAMES PLAYED

 

1,286
ATTENDEES AKDJHFAKFA DBAKFHB
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2/3 FINANCIAL outcomes

$819.76
DOLLARS SPENT

 

117%
BUDGET UTILIZATION

 

$0
CORPORATE SUPPORT LMAO

 

KEY FINDINGS
Ratings, oUTCOMES, & IMPROVEMENTS

Key finding #1: high motivation among collaborating orgs, potential for further collabs

key finding #2: need for a shared communication channel such as groupme or slack

key Finding #3: crowdsourcing event decisions such as menu and game selection

Key finding #1: strong coordination with green event, collaborating student orgs

key finding #2: increase the number of volunteer spots during set-up

key Finding #3: explore hosting at different times of the day to avoid heat

Key finding #1: exceeded the event budget slightly, likely need to raise for next year

key finding #2: consider asking collaborating orgs for contributions to event budget



2/3 Marketing outcomes

1,400
FACEBOOK EVENT REACH

 

307
FACEBOOK EVENT IMPRESSIONS

 

149%
PUBLICITY CONVERSION RATE

 

2/3 event impact outcomes

215
TOTAL EVENT ATTENDEES

 

144
FACEBOOK EVENT ENGAGEMENT

 

$3.81
SEC MONEY SPENT PER ATTENDEE

 

KEY FINDINGS
Ratings, oUTCOMES, & IMPROVEMENTS

Key finding #1: large and diverse audience reached through word-of-mouth

key finding #2: 55% of attendees did not come from engineering student orgs

key Finding #3: facebook social media reach was well below expectations

12/15
event rating

based off of mac evaluation



SUGGESTED TARGETS

03
increase share of facebook

publicity reach to 10%

facebook marketing continues to lag behind

other publicity methods to effectively draw in

attendees; add interactive elements if possible

01
decrease cost per attendee to

$3.50

sourcing materials from participating student

orgs as well as increasing overall attendance

to improve the ratio

04
participant satisfaction rating of

at least 4 out of 5

in addition to developing an event check-

out/feedback procedure, ensure attendees can

affect event logistics decisions

02
increase total number of

participants to 265

Adding more food and game options while also

cutting the length of the line can drive a 15%

attendee increase


